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ANNUALSYSTEMATICSSYMPOSIUM

This symposium brings together seven sys- ent research program. An answer to this question

tematic biologists to discuss the relationship be- is of interest beyond being able to differentiate

tween phylogenetic systematics (cladistics) and cladists or their work, because it also helps to

various branches of comparative biology. Cla- place the various transformations of cladistics

distic theory and method were not the focus of into a common framework and to gain a per-

this symposium, but rather it addressed how the spective on some of the arguments that are cur-

results of cladistics— that is, hypotheses about rently being expressed over the meaning and con-

phylogenetic pattern— are an essential compo- tent of cladistic thought,

nent of historical analysis. Thus, the papers pre-

sented here illustrate six specific problems that,

directly or indirectly, rely on cladistic analysis

for their solution.

The Principles of Cladistics

We
Cladistics became an important force within cussion of the historical changes that have taken

trans- place in the thinking of individual cladists. We
Theo- want, instead, to call attention to a common in-

passed through

systematic biology following the English trans-

lation of Willi Hennig's "Grundzuge einer Theo-

rie der phylogenetischen Systematik" (1950),

which was updated in 1 966 as "Phylogenetic Sys-

tematics," From that time, cladistics has steadily perceive this thread to consist of two principles:

increased in influence, first within zoology, and (1) taxa are united into natural groups on the

somewhat later in botany (for an introduction to basis of shared derived characters, or synapo-

We

Wiley rphies (the Principle of Synapomorphy)

1980, 1981; Patterson, 1980; Nelson & Platnick, (2) classifications must express those taxic pat-

1981;Cracraft, 1983; Humphries & Funk, 1984). terns of

During this period many workers have discussed Monophyly)

the pros and cons of cladistics, and frequent mis- principles may rely on certain unexpressed as-

understandings about the theoretical and meth- sumptions, but none we think that are not also

odological content of cladistics have arisen. Per- shared with noncladistic methods of systematics.

haps contributing to this situation is the fact that For instance, Platnick's (1979: 538) first princi-

the views of cladistic theoreticians have also igl

evolved, often along divergent pathways so that pattern with a hierarchical structure, would

the field of cladistics is now broader, and con- probably be acceptable to the majority of sys-

sequently more internally contentious, than it tematists.

was 1 5 years ago. Despite this diversity, the ques- With respect to these two principles, the Prin-

tion can be asked whether cladistics is united by ciple of Synapomorphy is clearly primary in that

any underlying principles so as to form a coher- the Principle of Strict Monophyly depends on it.

Ann. Missouri Bot. Gard. 72: 591-595. 1985,
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Pheneticists and their followers reject the first originalcharacterdata. This method, called corn-

principle, and therefore, logically also reject the palibility or clique analysis, unites taxa by uti-

Principle of Strict Monophyly. Some evolution- lizing those characters that exhibit congruence

ary (or eclectic) systematists might well accept and eliminating those showing homoplasy (Es-

the Principle of Synapomorphy but advocate tabrook et al., 1976; Meacham, 1984). Compat-
paraphyletic taxa, thereby rejecting the Principle ibility methods have been strongly criticized from

of Strict Monophyly; in fact, however, we believe several standpoints (Farris & KJuge, 1979; Mick-

that most evolutionary systematists, like phc- evich & Parenti, 1980; Churchill et al., 1984).

neticists, reject both principles. Wenote here the primary philosophical objec-

Wealso suggest that a third principle has been tion: a given scientific hypothesis, including those

central to cladistic theory and methodology, within systematics, has veracity compared to

namely, the Principle of Strict Parsimony. Al- competing hypotheses when it best explains all

though an acceptance of parsimony is basic to of the relevant data, thus it is unclear to what
all scientific reasoning, cladists have certainly extent hypotheses can be objectively compared
been much more concerned with elucidating the when we exclude from consideration data that

relationshipofparsimony to systematics and ap- might be incongruent with one or more of the

plying parsimony analysis to their work than have alternatives.

advocates of phenetics or evolutionary system-

atics. Some of the critical literature discussing

the application of parsimony to systematic hy-

potheses includes Kluge and Farris (1969); Gaff-

ney (1979); Farris (1982, 1983), Sober (1983a, standing problem within systematic biology: how

The Changing Face of Cladistics

Cladistics emerged as a solution to a long-

1983b), and Maddison et al. (1984) do we come to have knowledge about the phy-

Within a cladistic framework taxa are grouped logenetic relationships of organisms? Most con-

on the basis of shared character transformations, temporary systematists employing cladistic

All such characters are termed synapomorphies. methods still see this as the central focus of their

Some of these transformations will be unique, research. For all these workers, branching dia-

others may have arisen more than once within grams (cladograms) are interpretable as phylo-

the group being studied and may be termed ho- genetic hypotheses and represent evolutionary

moplasious. Obtaining a final interpretation of history. Within this framework, synapomorphies
the pattern of the character transformation for are taken to be evolutionary transformations or

any specific character depends on the tree to- derivations from more primitive conditions.

pology (phylogenetic hypothesis) upon which all The preceding describes a view of cladistics

character transformations are optimized. Thus, sometimes termed "phylogenetic" or "evolu-

we choose that tree by maximizing the congru- tionary" cladistics. To most of its practitioners,

ence of character transformations across the en- an evolutionary process underlies the rationale

tire data set. Logically, this also implies that for the method. A claim for a specific evolution-

homoplasies are minimized, thus resulting in the ary process is generally not made, but without

fewest ad hoc hypotheses required to explain the assumption of evolution, we are sometimes

Within

)utions (Wiley, 1 975; Farris told, cladistics is set adrift in a sea of ''conceptual

this methodological frame- confusion" (Beatty, 1982: 33). Thus, according

work, it is clear that homoplasies (parallelisms, to Wiley (1981: 22), "the formalism of taxonomy
convergences, reversals) are also synapomor- must be subservient to the demands of evolu-

phies: they represent derived character transfor- tion.
?i

mations defining two or more unrelated groups An alternative viewpoint about the relation-

of taxa ("unique" synapomorphies define only a ship between cladistic analysis and evolutionary

single group). theory has surfaced within the last five years.

The Principle of Strict Parsimony has been a Unfortunately, it has generated substantial mis-

core methodological component of mainstream understanding, particularly outside the cladistic

cladistics for nearly two decades. In recent years, community, and consequently is worthy of a few
a small number ofworkers, also claiming to prac- words of clarification. More or less simulta-

tice cladistics, have advocated abandoning (or at neously, a number ofworkers proposed that there

least relaxing) this principle in favor of a method could be a separation between reconstructing his-

that constructs trees using only a subset of the torical pattern on the one hand and assumptions
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pattern

iggested

torical) process behind phylogenetic pattern or

that pattern cladistics is "antievolutionary'* is

ysisof systematic pattern was (or certainly could simply mistaken. Pattern cladists merely claim

be) independent of any preconceived notion of that a prior commitment to a specific process is

process (Gaffney, 1979; Eldredge, 1979; Plat- unnecessary in order to generate hypotheses about

nick, 1979; Eldredge &Cracraft, 1980; Patterson, that pattern. And given that hypotheses about

1980, 1982a; Nelson & Platnick, 1981).

The reaction to transformed or pattern

pattern have been proposed for hundreds of years,

under different theoretical paradigms about the

tics, as the above view has been called, has run causes of that pattern (Patterson, 1977; Nelson

from quiet acceptance to outright hostility. Most & Platnick, 1981), their point seems to be well

of the latter has originated outside cladistics itself taken.

(Beatty, 1982; Ridley, 1983) and has been found-

ed more on its misunderstandings of cladistics

pattern

see

The Symposium

Speciation analysis. In the first paper, E. O.

Brady, 1982). Nevertheless, some potentially in- Wiley and R. L. Mayden show how the results

teresting issues are being raised by cladists them- of a cladistic study can be used to examine pat-

selves. For example, if a specific notion of evo- terns and processes of speciation. Using specics-

lutionary process is unnecessary, where does that

leave our interpretation of the concept of syn-

eastem

fauna, they begin by briefly discussing attitudes

towards species concepts as they have been used

Wiley

patterns

apomorphy? Phylogenetic cladists continue to

view character transformation in terms of ''prim-

itive to derived sequences" and to argue that in

constructing hypotheses of this transformation merous clades of fishes having common species

we must have some prior conception of historical borders of endemism. They show that these his-

relationships in order to undertake outgroup torical hypotheses inhibit intercladal congru-

ence, which they then use as components of an

analysis of speciation modes.

Historical biogeography, Donn Rosen begins

his paper by addressing two widely held, but in-

Pattem

apomorphy is strictly a problem of deciding the

level of generality of defining characters and that

this can be arrived at by inspection and com-

parison of ontogenetic histories, thus eliminating correct, assumptions: that fossils can tell us how

the need for prior phylogenetic assumptions (see old a taxon is, and that the ages of geologic events

Nelson & Platnick, 1981; Rosen, 1 984). The is- have been correctly assigned. He emphasizes the

sue of which method of comparison (outgroup need for precision in specifying how historical

or ontogenetic) is primary, is an empirical matter biology is related to historical geology and shows

c! rmits comoarisons between

(Kl

& Wiley

Matters

two systems. He seeks to discover patterns of

congruence between historical biogeography and

geological events so explicit that the congruence

cladists from either side of the debate will use discovered cannot be dismissed as being due to

both ontogenetic and outgroup data to resolve chance or coincidence. Rosen stresses that it is

systematic relationships, so perhaps in that re- the "independence of biological from geological

those system- data that makes the comparison of the two so

atists interested solely in cladistics as a meth- interesting ....'* He reviews Caribbean geologic

concern

odological tool. history and presents a cladistic hypothesis for

Although cladists might differ in their percep- the historical interrelationships of the areas of

tions about the role of evolutionary assumptions that region. He points out that complex histories

within cladistics, as we noted earlier a shared set should lead us to expect complex patterns and

of commonprinciples can be identified. To our that all potential hypotheses of area relationships

knowledge, all pattern cladists believe in natu- may be corroborated by one or more cladistic

pattern patterns

ture is assumed to be the result of naturalistic also raises a warning for biogeographic analysis:

processes. Thus, to claim that pattern cladists do in the past, some workers have assumed that

not believe in some form of evolutionary" (his- dispersal is demonstrated by failure to discover
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congruence in area relationships, yet even though related. Crane accomplishes this task by provid-

dispersal may be widespread "theories of dis- ing an exhaustive analysis of extant and fossil

persal to explain biotic complexity are no more groups of seed plants and establishes a frame-

informative than theories of relationship based work within which competing theories of rela-

on symplesiomorphy . . .
." tionships are compared. By formulating the rel-

Historical ecology and coevolution. Daniel evant phylogenetic questions more explicitly, he

Brooks discusses analytic methods of historical also provides an alternative to the established

ecology and shows how they provide a missing tradition of searching for ancestral groups.

component in studies analyzing the evolution of Biological diversification theory. In the final

ecological associations. Direct estimates of eco- paper, Joel Cracraft briefly describes the patterns

logical history are obtained by constructing cla- of diversification that fall within the umbrella of

distic hypotheses for as many interacting groups a general theory of diversification. He proposes

of organisms as possible. This method is con- a hypothesis in which speciation rates are a func-

trasted with evolutionary ecology, which often tion of the rate of change in large-scale geomor-

uses indirect estimates such as the assumption phological complexity, whereas extinction rates

that the age of ecological associations is propor- are a function of temporal and spatial changes

tional to its diversity. Using host-parasite data, in environmental harshness. Together, these two

Brooks addresses three questions within histor- rate-controls describe a diversity-independent

ical ecology: (1) How did species occurring in a process of diversification. He then summarizes
given area come to be assembled? (2) How did some ofthe evidence supporting this hypothesis,

two or more species having a close and evident pointing out that the data themselves are often

ecological relationship come to be that way? And dependent upon knowledge of the phylogenetic

(3) Under what conditions did the ecological life relationships of many groups of organisms,

history traits that we observe today emerge?

Brooks shows how historical analysis through

cladistics can provide insights into all of these

ecological questions.

Hybridization, Vicki Funk addresses one of Brady, R. H. 1982. Theoretical issues and pattern
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